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Air India Privatisation

Tata Group’s 100% acquisition of Air India will bring positive
changes in India’s aviation scene: Industry stakeholders
Prasenjit Chakraborty | Mumbai

T

Both Prakash and Mayal expressed hope
that Tata Group will closely work with the
travel agents fraternity of India. “I hope the
Tata group will not neglect the travel agent

soaring high in the skies.”
Madhavan Menon, Managing Director
- Thomas Cook India Group, said, “We
couldn’t have hoped for a better buyer than

he process of Air India sale which began
in July 2017 comes to an end. It is now
confirmed that the national carrier will be
piloted by the Tata Group again after almost
TravelBiz Monitor View
seven decades. Talace Pvt Ltd, Tata Sons
The rich legacy and pioneering spirit of the Tata Group are known to all. Perhaps, that is the reason
subsidiary emerged as the winning bidder for
people are quite upbeat about the development. The group already hinted that once the ownership
the debt-laden national carrier after quoting
changes it would bring in sweeping changes in Air India. This may force other domestic and
an enterprise value of INR 18,000 crore.
international (fly to and from India) airlines to relook their business strategies and bring more proCommenting on the takeover, Ajay
customer centric policies. This augurs well for both the aviation industry of India and the passengers.
Prakash, President, Travel Agents Federation
Hope, the Tata Group will address ‘Refund Policy’ which still remains a contentious issue.
of India (TAFI), said that he is delighted with
It remains to be seen how the group positions Air India against Vistara and AirAsia. On the domestic
the development. “Air India, once a great
front, IndiGo, with their largest market share will give a stiff competition to them. Another challenge
airline, has a chance to redeem itself again. If
is to change the mindset of Air India employees and transform the work culture to bring the airline
anyone can restore Air India to its past glory,
on the path of recovery.
it’s the Tata group and a strong Air India will
immensely enhance brand India. Employee
the Tata Group who had created a world class
community as they seek to again make Air
morale is critical in the service industry, and
airline in 1932, with the Maharaja ruling
India one of the best airlines in the world that should see a significant boost after the
global skies till it was nationalised in 1953.
they have recognised and rewarded their
takeover,” Prakash pointed out. He strongly
This move will certainly be a long term play
distributors in every other businesses; I trust
believes that Indian aviation will get fresh
for the Tatas and with noteworthy
wings with a resurgent Air India
aviation brands in their portfolio,
with Tata Sons winning the bid
several strategic options that are
for Air India.
available to the Team at Bombay
Jyoti Mayal, President, Travel
House. My Teams across the
Agents Association of India
Thomas Cook India Group and
(TAAI), said that Air India has
I look forward to supporting the
come to a complete circle after
Tata Group and a re-emergence
nearly seventy years. “I on behalf
of the travel & tourism sector with
of TAAI and the travel trade
a powerful Indian aviation brand
fraternity extend our heartiest
Jyoti Mayal
Ajay Prakash
Madhavan Menon
- leading from the front.”
congratulations to Ratan Tata &
Air India is one of the most extensive flight
they will treat travel agents as their valued
the Tata Group on acquiring 100% stake as
service providers in India. According to a
partners, their extended marketing arm, and
part of the disinvestment process in India’s
newspaper report, the airline is flying to 98
compensate us in a fair manner,” said Prakash.
National Carrier – Air India & Air India
destinations out of which 56 are domestic
Echoing the same, Mayal said, “I believe Tata
Express besides 50% stake in SATS,” she
destinations with around 2,712 departures
Group will show strong commitment to the
said. Mayal is quite confident that the airline
per week and 42 international destinations
travel agent’s fraternity. I, as the President
will get its past glory back. “It will pave
with around 450 departures per week as of
of the largest nodal association with 1800+
the path of success with the best service,
November 1, 2019.
IATA agents as members, look forward to
professionalism, transparency and good
once again bringing the Maharaja back into
governance,” she said.
prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in

Govt allows domestic flights to operate at full capacity from Oct 18
TBM Staff | Mumbai

D

omestic airlines now can operate
passenger flights without capacity
restrictions, the Civil Aviation Ministry said
on October 12. The new order comes into effect
from October 18.
However, the ministry said, “The airlines/
airport operators shall, however, ensure that
the guidelines to contain the spread of COVID
are strictly adhered to and COVID appropriate
behaviour is strictly enforced by them during
travel.”
The ministry said capacity restrictions had

been removed after a review of the demand for
air travel. On October 9, airlines operated 2,340
flights, or 71.5 per cent
of their combined preCOVID capacity.
Earlier this month
credit ratings agency
ICRA said domestic
air passenger traffic
increased by two to
three percent between August and September
- up from 67 lakh to 69 lakh.
In September the government had increased
capacity restrictions from 72.5 per cent to 85 per

cent. The government resumed domestic flight
operations in May last year after a two-month
break. Airlines were
initially allowed to
operate a maximum
of 33 per cent of all
pre-Covid
routes.
That
cap
was
gradually increased
to 80 per cent by
December last year. Occupancy rates, however,
were reduced to 50 per cent in June this year
after the country was battered by a second
wave of infections and deaths.
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Madame Tussauds Dubai to
open its door on October 14
TBM Staff | Mumbai

M

adame Tussauds Dubai will
officially open its doors to the
public for the first time on October
14.
The Dubai edition of the worldfamous wax attraction is the first
of its kind in the GCC and the 25th
edition of the attraction globally.

The UAE’s latest hotspot will
welcome guests seven days a week
and boasts a stunning location
within the vibrant island destination
Bluewaters, adjacent to the world’s
largest observation wheel, Ain
Dubai.
To celebrate the launch, Madame
Tussauds Dubai has a special
preview ticket offer where guests
can book and visit the attraction
to get a sneak peek inside on the

8th and 9th October. Those keen
to secure themselves a slice of the
star-filled action can book preview
tickets online now Adults (11+)
AED 135, Children (3-11) AED 110,
Under 3s free of charge) by heading
to the official website: https://www.
madametussauds.com/dubai/.
According to the release, there are
seven specially-designed themed
rooms (including a party area with
an interactive dance floor) and a wax
figure library that reads like a who’s
who of international superstars. The
line-up of figures includes sports
heroes such as Connor McGregor,
historical figures including the
Queen of England, models such as
Cara Delevingne, actors like Shah
Rukh Khan, Kareena Kapoor, singers
and many more. The attraction
will be home to 60 celebrities from
around the world, including 16
brand-new figures from the Middle
East including the recently revealed
Balqees Fathi and Mohammed
Assaf.
It is set to be an attraction that truly
represents the fascinating world of
glamour, sport, music, entertainment
all under one roof..

J&K Tourism received
encouraging response from
the film fraternity in Mumbai
TBM Staff | Mumbai

T

he tourism director of Kashmir Dr. G.N. Itoo and his
Jammu counterpart Vivekanand Rai were in Mumbai
recently to reach out to travel trade and reputed event
management companies.
During their visit they interacted with Bollywood. The
officials had one-on-one meetings with Big Banners
Yashraj, Endemol, Excel, Reliance Entertainment, Vishesh
Films. The meetings of the directors with the film fraternity
assume significance in the backdrop of releasing Film Shoot
Policy last month by J&K. Film producers Guild and Motion
Picture Association America hosted lunch for the visiting
dignitaries.
Mumbai based Raja Rani Travels, specialists in film
tourism coordinated all engagements along with J&K Tourist
Office Mumbai..

Tourism Australia relaunches Aussie Specialist Program
TBM Staff | Mumbai

T

ourism Australia has relaunched the
award-winning
Aussie
Specialist
Program and made it easier for travel sellers
around the world to gain the skills they need
to better promote and sell Australia.
The Aussie Specialist Program, which is
run in conjunction with Australia’s State and
Territory Tourism Organisations, has been
given a new look and feel in its 32nd year and
the new program has greater personalisation,
faster qualifying times and shorter more
interactive training modules.
Tourism Australia Managing Director
Phillipa Harrison said the investment comes
after many frontline travel sellers turned to
the Aussie Specialist Program over the past
18 months to learn and position themselves as
champions for Australian travel once borders
re-open. “Australia remains one of the most
desirable travel destinations in the world and
the Aussie Specialist Program helps to ensure
we will be in the best possible position to
convert travel demand into bookings as soon
as borders re-open,” Harrison said.

www.travelbizmonitor.com

“We now have more than 26,000 qualified
Aussie Specialists worldwide and hope
the new program will allow more agents to
complete their learning so they too can best
sell Australian tourism experiences.”
The improvements to the Aussie Specialist
Program were made in conjunction with more

than 400 stakeholders and 1,000 existing
Aussie Specialist agents.
Tourism Australia South & South East Asia
Regional General Manager, Brent Anderson
said the Aussie Specialist Program is a critical
program supporting travel sellers to enhance
their customer engagement and profitability.

“The Aussie Specialist Program is one
of the world’s leading destination training
programs. This refresh ensures it will
continue to be a vital tool for travel sellers
in South & South East Asia. During the
pandemic, the program has also allowed us
to continually engage with agents and the
Australian industry, with the community
created demonstrating enhanced skills and
knowledge to lead the recovery for inbound
tourism to Australia,” said Anderson.
Tourism Australia has also confirmed the
inaugural Australia Global Summit will take
place on Tuesday, 16 November 2021. All
Aussie Specialists and distribution partners
are invited to take part of the event, free of
charge.
The Summit, to be hosted by Tourism
Australia, will be a three-hour online event
with inspiring keynote speakers, energising
storytelling chapters, informative education
sessions and on-demand content.
The Aussie Specialist Program is available
in nine languages and is jointly promoted
by Tourism Australia and all eight State and
Territory tourism partners.
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Brand USA’s ‘Chalo USA Part VI’ Webinar Highlights
Popular Gateway Cities And National Parks
TBM Staff | Mumbai

B

rand USA in association with TravelBiz
Monitor recently organized Part VI
on September 8, 2021, which was also the
finale of the Chalo USA webinar series, that
began in April 2021. The webinar focused
on National Parks and popular outdoor
destinations, such as, Denver, Utah, Arizona,
San Francisco.
Bhavika Jariwala from the
Brand USA India office; Lisa
Bruening,
Senior
Tourism
Sales Manager, from Denver;
Rachel Bremer, Tourism Global
Markets Director from Utah; Jessica
Mitchell Remington, Senior Travel Industry
Marketing Manager from Arizona, and
Christina Colney, India Representative from
San Francisco Travel Association updated
attendees on the varied facets of these
destinations. The webinar was aimed at
helping travel agents in curating interesting
outdoor and adventure itineraries for their
clients. At the end of the webinar there was
an interactive quiz competition and names
of the winners were announced on the spot.

Kiran Choksi, Munind Shah, Harjit Singh,
Nitish Gupta and Abhishek Anavkar were
the lucky winners.

Denver
Denver the capital of Colorado is the Gateway
to the Rockies and American West. The
city boasts spectacular views of the Rocky
Mountains, outdoor cafes, farm-to-table
cuisine, craft beer, shopping,
and is also known as the most
walkable city in the USA.
Travellers can enjoy vibrant
arts and culture, rich Western
history, and outdoor adventures.
The city also offers direct rail service DEN
to Denver Union Station. Denver is a perfect
year-round destination and the gateway to
famous national parks.

Utah
Tourists can explore Utah’s mighty 5 national
parks which are – Arches National Park,
Bryce Canyon National Park, Canyonlands
National Park, Capitol Reef National Park,
Zion National Park, and 44 state parks. The
state offers some of the most accessible ski

resorts in North America to the most certified
dark sky parks and places in the world. Utah
also is the first state to earn three stars for
the iconic Michelin travel guide.

Arizona
Arizona is home to dozens of parks,
monuments, and landmarks. Arizona’s own
natural wonder – the Grand Canyon, has 277
miles of unbelievable scenery, which makes
for an unforgettable adventure any time of
year. One can also explore Sedona, Phoenix,
Bisbee while visiting Arizona.

San Francisco
San Francisco is a cultural, commercial, and
financial center in the US state of California
and is known for its scenic beauty, cultural
attractions, diverse communities, and worldclass cuisine. One can explore the Golden
Gate Bridge, Alcatraz Island, Fisherman’s
Wharf, Buena Vista Park, McLaren Park,
Glen Canyon Park while visiting the city. The
webinar also informed that San Francisco
has lifted all of its COVID-19 restrictions
on attractions, hotels, restaurants, and other
businesses for eligible travellers.

Suba Group manifests The Clarks Resort, Pushkar as
an ideal ‘Destination Wedding’ resort in Rajasthan
TBM Staff | Mumbai

T

he Suba Group started operations in the
mid-nineties with its first hotel in Colaba,
Mumbai. With the remarkable success of
Suba Palace in the south of Mumbai,
two more hotels, Suba Galaxy and
Suba International, were set up in
Andheri, the western suburbs of
Mumbai. This expansion followed in
the cities of Gujarat like Ahmedabad,
Vadodara and Dahej.
The company today manages
over 50 hotels and resorts over 30
destinations under the Suba, Click,
Clarks Collection, Clarks Resort,
Click Collection, GenX and RnB
brands.
Rajan Kalra, Director Sales, Suba
Group says, “As the mindset of
consumers is shifting towards quality and
better experiences, non-metro markets are set
to play an important role in the expansion of
Suba Group with discovering and promoting
smaller cities, increasing brand awareness
and loyalty in these diverse settings. Most of

our hotels operate with smaller inventories,
which has turned out to be advantageous for
us in today’s Covid times, to cater to guests
that are looking for boutique hotels that do
not require them to share facilities with

people outside their family bubble assuring a
higher degree of privacy and safety”.
Suba Group manifests The Clarks Resort,
Pushkar as an ideal ‘Destination Wedding’
resort in Rajasthan. On the western side of
the Aravalli Mountains, sharing its borders

with the Thar Desert, lies the city of Pushkar.
It is a city of great importance, frequently
described in the Puranas like the Ramayana
and Mahabharata, and thus unsurprisingly
home to numerous temples and holy sites.
The lawns can accommodate a crowd
of up to 1500 people at once while the
banquet hall can accommodate a crowd
of up 200 people at once.From facilities
like a swimming pool, lavish grounds, a
mini zoo and a multicuisine restaurant
to events like a campfire under the
starry sky and watching the traditional
Ghoomar dance performed by the
folk dancers to keep you immersed
throughout your stay, Clarks Resort,
Pushkar pampers you to an experience
straight out of a fairytale.
Explaining the Group’s sales strategy,
Rajan concludes, “We are working on
a balanced customer base of Corporates,
Wedding planners, Event companies & Travel
agencies . Our offers cater to each segment
of customers and we are happy to customise
and tailor-make our offering for each of our
partners”.
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n India, a lot of barbs are thrown at ‘babus’ across the world. The
unwieldy power that staid bureaucrats exert on hapless citizenry
often throws up the implementation of the law or regulations in letter
and not spirit. Unfortunately this babu-dom is universal.
Covid has laid bare a host of inequities, false narratives and fault-lines in policies across the world resulting
in unequal practices impacting travel opportunities.
Having arrived in London just last week, these hiccups for me are just too evident to be ignored. The Covid
protocols and vaccine regulations are glaring in their unfairness. Some glitches might be intrinsic to the process
of opening up of lockdowns. However, for an industry based on free and unfettered movement of people,
travellers especially from India have to undergo needless restrictions regarding their vaccine status. Indians
with two jabs of the same vaccine that Britons are getting are still assumed to be unvaccinated. This situation
could be a reason for comic relief if it were not downright expensive as well.
A few days back Covishield jabs received by vaccinated travellers from India was finally accepted as kosher
but the hiccup in Britain continues to prevail. After serious interventions at very high levels in the foreign office,
this disparity was removed but the requirement for a 10 day isolation continues as we go to press. The ostensible
reason forwarded is that documentation papers for the Indian vaccinations are ‘unclear’.
Unofficially stated, the argument implies that there were doubts of certificates being fudged or forged. To
ensure safety, a Covid test on second and eight day of arrival is hence taken as absolute proof covid negativity
despite the two jabs of the same vaccine that is approved in UK and rest of Europe as well. That there is a cost
attached to it is beside the point.
That the Indian CoWin certification is totally digitalized and comes with a QR code didn’t find any takers.
Rather odd.
It took a potential for a diplomatic brouhaha that changed breached the bureaucratic wall for recognising
Covishield. Now the new barrier of mandatory self-isolation remains.
Those wanting to needle UK over this hiccup might have a field day and rightly so, but there is another side to
their focus too. The exceptional follow-up, guidance and support that the NHS department appears to extend to
travellers stifled by these unfair rules are to be experienced to be believed. They even called to ask if they could
send anyone for a chat in case one was feeling too isolated!
The sub text of this story is that a slow bureaucracy can turn speed breaker for the tourism industry- not just
for global travellers but also their host countries as well.
Anurag Yadav
Industy Expert
The views expressed in the column are of the author, and may or may not be endorsed by the publication.
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Tourism industry hails government’s decision to
reopen India for foreign tourists from October 15
Prasenjit Chakraborty | Mumbai

I

n a bid to relax travel restrictions for
foreigners into the country the government
has decided to grant fresh tourist visas from
October, the Ministry of Home Affairs said in
a statement on October 7.
Foreign tourists coming into India on
charter flights will be given fresh tourists
visas by the government from 15 October, the
statement said. Foreign tourists travelling
to India by flights other than chartered
aircraft would be able to do so with effect
from 15 November, it added. Commenting
on the government’s decision, Dipak Deva,
Managing Director, Travel Corporation
of India, said, “We heartily welcome the
government’s announcement on the restart
of tourist visa issuance by the Ministry
of Home Affairs (MHA) for international
guests travelling to India starting October
15, 2021 (charter flights) and from November
15, 2021 for regular commercial flights.” He
also added, this coupled with the earlier
announcement of free visas for the first 5
Lakh inbound tourists, is a critical move that

will give fillip and accelerate a much needed
revival of inbound tourism - a sector that
plays a critical role, with over 9% contribution
to India’s GDP and USD
30 billion in net foreign
exchange receipts; equally
a force multiplier in terms of
employment generation and
skill development across
allied sectors.”
This important decision
was taken to boost inbound
tourism to India.However,
all Covid related protocols
will remain in place.
Immediately after the
Dipak
government’s
statement,
Travel Agents Association of India (TAAI),
has requested its members across its 20
regions and chapters, to ensure they update
all incoming visitors on protocols set by the
state governments where the passengers will
be travelling to.
Commenting the move, Jyoti Mayal,
President, TAAI, said they welcome the
move as a date has finally been given by the

government to resume inbound travel and they
are happy to acknowledge the announcement
of resumption of Tourist Visa to foreigners
coming to India on charter
flights from 15th October &
further for others effective
15th November 2021. “We
hope commercial flights
will start beyond air bubbles
effective 15th November to
facilitate seamless travel.
TAAI along with FAITH
have submitted numerous
representations requesting
the
Ministry
of
Civil
Aviation, Tourism, Health
Deva
and External Affairs on the
subject. Our results have now finally yielded
some relief & members can start planning.”
She also added that the government has
decided to opt for ‘reciprocal treatment’ to the
applicants under new visa conditions. As per
reports, the visa facilitation will now depend
on the applicant’s home country’s policy for
the Indian tourists.
prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in

Maldives eyeing on Indian MICE market
Prasenjit Chakraborty | Mumbai

M

aldives is redifining its MICE strategy
with the multitude of opportunities
the country has, this was stated by Thoyyib
Mohamed, Managing Director, Maldives
Marketing & PR Corporation, while speaking
exclusively to TravelBiz Monitor at an event
in Mumbai recently. “Maldives can offer
everything for business, companies and
traveltrade stakeholders, to host their next
MICE event seamlessly,” he said.
Mohamed said that during the pandemic
the travelling pattern has changed
and people prefer to travel to safe
haven where health protocol is
strictly being maintained. “In
this direction Maldives is quite
successful in maintaining health
and safety issues. There are
groups which look for isolated
places for their activities. Here
also, we have geographical
advantage and our islands are
separated from each other. We
can host groups ranging from
200-500 people,” he said.
Maldives has taken a different

approach as far as MICE is
concerned and want to break
the notion the way MICE is
perceived. “We want to break
the barrier and want to show
MICE organisers that we are
different. One need not come
in suit, even board meeting
can be conducted in a bar in
casual attire. Even we can
offer you to conduct small
group meeting in our under
water restaurants,” he said.

Thoyyib Mohamed

When asked to comment
about the interesting changes
in the last 18 months with
regard to India market,
Mohamed said that there has
been a substantial increase of
millennial visiting Maldives
from India.”This was not the
case earlier. Lot of celebraties
from India are also visiting
Maldives,” he pointed out.
By 23rd September 2021,
Maldives welcomed 843,552
tourists to the country, out of
which 22.7% or 191,824 tourists
were from India. The growing
number of arrivals from India
to Maldives in the past couple
of years has enabled them
to lead in the top 10 source
market list for several years.
He also said that the travel
trade community of India is
showing a deep interest and
curiosity regarding the MICE
opportunities available in the
Maldives.
prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in
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Inbound Tourism

Time for Incredible India 3.0
T
Inept handling of Covid-19
cases especially in the second
wave, has dented the image of
India as a tourist destination.
In order to instill confidence
among the foreign travellers
to visit India immediately
after border re-opens ,
it is essential to redefine
Incredible India campaign.
Currently, tourism branding is
centered around the arenas
of culture and festivals which
is synonymous with crowds,
writes Prasenjit Chakraborty.
www.travelbizmonitor.com

borders or inviting foreign tourists to visit
here is a constant demand from
the country, India needs to do its homework
stakeholders of the industry to start
perfectly.
scheduled international flights.
Subhash Motwani, Director, Namaste
Not only that, they often say that
Tourism, believes that government needs
many countries have opened their borders
to imbibe confidence for the inbound sector
for fully vaccinated travellers (of course with
by ensuring that there is clarity in terms
tough measures) and India should follow the
of processes and SOPs to welcome tourists
same. But it is imperative to think how foreign
from overseas which would include clarity in
tourists perceive India as a safe destination
quarantine rules and PCR
after the onset of Covidtests. “Besides this, the
19. Interestingly, many
government should spell
players in the industry
out clearly which vaccines
off the record admit that
are valid for travel and
inbound business in all
should also design an
probability will continue
user-friendly app for the
to face rough weather
incoming tourists. The
unless drastic steps are
Cowin App is confined for
taken by the government.
Indians to travel within
Taking the pandemic
India and not for incoming
situation in mind, it is
tourists,”
points
out
no longer going to be
Motwani.
business as usual in
For Debjit Dutta, Director
the tourism industry
&
CEO,
Impression
especially in the inbound
Director,
Tourism Services (India)
sector where “perception”
Namaste Tourism
Pvt. Ltd, the pandemic
matters. Before opening

Subhash Motwani
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has offered a chance to the
industry for course correction.
Since tourism has changed and
certainly coming back in a very
different shape and form, it is
high time for the industry to
understand the transformation
and adapt to that. “The demand
in the inbound business may be
quite different considering the
change in the tourist’s aptitude
hence it is very important that we
re-invent our products to sustain
in business,”exhorts Dutta. He
believes that responsible travel
is the future of tourism, hence,
industry needs to focus more on
sustainable tourism products
and practices in the days to
come.

not be effective in attracting
visitors against the backdrop of
the pandemic in the coming few
years.

Free Visa a right move?

The government has already
announced that the first five
lakh foreign tourists will be
issued visas free of cost, in an
attempt to revive the tourism,
hospitality and aviation sectors.
Is it the right move? Or Will it
really revive the sector? The
reactions from the stakeholders
Founder & Director
Director & CEO
are a mixed bag.
Motwani opines that the
Aquaterra Adventures
Impression Tourism Services
Ministry of Tourism instead of
(India) Pvt. Ltd
focusing on the number game of
Motwani too believes that the Incredible
getting the first five lakh tourists into India
India campaign and plan need to be redefined.
should rather focus on segment strategies.
He said that there has to be emphasis on off
Citing an example, he said, “The European
Time to rejig Incredible India campaign
beat trails, experiences that include nature,
tourists could be assigned to explore North
Besides focusing on safety, hygiene,
wildlife, wellness, yoga , serenity and the
of India, the American the West of India, the
quarantine rule etc the incredible India
outdoors rather than festivals and events that
tourists from the African continent to focus
campaign needs to be rejigged. Experts
encourage crowds and large gatherings.
on Central India for instance and to add to
believe that there is a need to relook at the
According to Dutta, Incredible India is
that one or two metro cities at the most.” This
incredible India campaign. This is because
perhaps one of the most successful campaigns
way traffic could split and would be easier
branding has always been complimenting
ever, the dynamic version of the campaign
to monitor in case there is a drastic increase
India’s cultural side which is synonymous
which was initiated in 2017 was also super
in numbers which is essential in the current
with the crowd. If it continues (branding)
effective. “But I strongly believe that now
situation.
the same way it would be detrimental for the
after the pandemic, it is time for Incredible
For Dutta, it’s a good initiative by the
inbound sector, taking the ongoing situation
India Version 3 to focus on region-specific
government and sends a positive message
in mind.
positioning campaigns highlighting places
across the world. However, he suggests that
Do you think it is time to emphasize on
over faces, women empowerment over woman
the facility should be extended further. “I
natural heritage as well? “Absolutely, yes,”
safety, and sustainable tourism practices overthink the facility should be extended till the
said Vaibhav Kala, Founder & Director,
responsible tourism policy,” he pointed out.
end of 2022 for the fully vaccinated travellers
Aquaterra Adventures. He adds, “India’s
The idea is not only to enhance traffic but to
to make it more result-oriented,” opines
campaign in the post Covid19 era should
evenly distribute the incoming traffic across
Dutta. Kala feels that offering a free visa is
focus on our incredible natural heritage,
all four regions of the country comprising
not the right move. “In my opinion it may be
vast open spaces, forests, deserts, coastlines
both first-time and repeat travellers. “We
unnecessary. Rather, the government should
and mountains. These will be the new
may also need to think about redesign our
allow fully vaccinated people to visit India
destinations, and attract visitors due to the
future marketing initiatives to make them
immediately, it could help revive the 2021
sheer natural beauty, and away from the premore result-oriented and meaningful,” Dutta
fall-winter season,” he points out.
pandemic thrust areas of our culture, and the
exhorts.
In the backdrop of the Covid-19 situation,
colour and magic of our cities, which remains
Highlighting culture and festivals may
positioning India as a safe country is utmost
for a more stable time.”
essential. In this direction growth in domestic
tourism will also play an important role. This
is because foreign travellers before visiting
India will definitely assess the domestic
tourism scenario. Increase in domestic
tourism is the first indication or impression for
any country that it is coming back to normal.
Since tourism is reopening with domestic
travellers, the face of happy travellers in the
backdrop of iconic landmarks need to be
circulated continuously across the globe to
convey that India is coming back to normal.
Besides this, the massive vaccination drives
especially for the industry stakeholders need
to be also highlighted. Contactless checkin options at airports, hotels, etc would also
go a long way in instilling confidence of the
travellers.

Debjit Dutta

Vaibhav Kala

prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in
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Hiring activity witnessed a sharp 62% decline
when compared to a pre-pandemic August 2019
A report by Indeed India finds that hiring activity has witnessed a sharp 62% decline when
compared to a pre-pandemic August 2019. However, hiring activity in the sector witnessed
sharp increase between November 2020 and January 2021, it immediately began to fall from
February 2021. TravelBiz Monitor presents some key highlights of the report.

T

he travel and tourism sector is still reeling
from the aftermath of the Covid pandemic,
according to the sector’s hiring data unveiled
by job site - Indeed, on World Tourism Day.
According to Indeed, which is a real-time indicator of
labour market activity, job postings and clicks were down
by 14% in August 2021 as compared to August 2020.
Further, when compared to a pre-pandemic August
2019, hiring activity has witnessed a sharp 62% decline,
while job seekers’ interest also plummeted as clicks for
these jobs saw a de-growth of 36%.
While hiring activity in the sector spiked between
November 2020 and January 2021, it immediately
began to fall from February 2021, as international
and domestic travel was severely impacted due to the
second wave of the pandemic. Though clicks seemed to
have witnessed a gradual recovery after July, they still
witnessed a 48% decline between February 2021 and

www.travelbizmonitor.com

August 2021. Job postings also witnessed a continuous
decline, registering 30% degrowth between February
2021 and August 2021.
A city-wise analysis found that Delhi NCR, Mumbai,
and Bengaluru led sectoral hiring, while the maximum
number of travel and tourism job aspirants emerged from
Delhi NCR, Chandigarh, and Kolkata.
Commenting on the findings, Sashi Kumar, Head of
Sales, Indeed India, said, “With the second wave of
the pandemic impacting the sector’s initial recovery,
the year gone by has been the hardest for the travel
and tourism sector. However, we can anticipate strong
headwinds, on the back of India offering free visas for
inbound international travel, countries opening borders
to vaccinated tourists, a robust nationwide vaccination
drive, and the upcoming festive season. Together, these
factors have created a favourable environment to open
up the sector and engage more talent.”
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What is in, what is out?
By Dr Nimit Chowdhary, Professor of Tourism, Department of
Tourism and Hospitality Management, Jamia Millia Islamia

S

ometime back, .we discussed a
paradigm shift in tourism marketing.
We take forward our discussion
by specifying what is in and what
ought to go out? The tourism industry was
already on the way to digital transformations,
and the pandemic only accelerated this
transmogrification. Today, visitors increasingly
rely on technology for information to decide
where to visit and what to do.

What is on the way out?
First, let us see what is on the way out of the
tourism ecosystem.
Cash starved tourism
companies are uncertain of their marketing
expenses. The cost of traditional communication,
which was indiscriminate and push-through,
is significantly high. It must give way to
pulled sources of technologically distributed

information. Similarly, the distribution of
tourism
products
through
conventional
channels partners is prohibitively costly. Being
price competitive by reducing costs was the
conventional wisdom, and offering standardised
products for mass consumption was the practice.
This price war often led to extraordinarily
similar, undifferentiated “me too” productssame attractions, similar itinerary, standardised
services and even scripted commentaries and
narrations. All this must go!

The consumer is changing- know about them
Today we have a more individualised, pampered
tourist who wants to retain the locus of control
in an experiential situation. They want to cocreate their holiday experiences and even chisel
the details. They, therefore, need products that
are personalise-able. They seek meaningful
outcomes rather than run of the mill itineraries
and services - what happens to them during
and after an experience. Do they transform?
Thus, tourism organisations need to know their
customers beyond the generic segmentation to
personalise the offer- what, why, when, where
and how.
Tourism organisations must become learning
organisations that seek multi-channel interaction
opportunities for direct contact with tourists to
understand them better. Subsequently, they
rely on big data and artificial intelligence to
have algorithm-based processes to adapt their
marketing efforts to consumer tastes.

The empowered customers

Dr Nimit Chowdhary is Professor of
Tourism with the Department of Tourism
and Hospitality Management at Jamia
Millia Islamia. He has more than 27 years
of the academic experience of which he
has been a full professor for 14 years in
India, China, and Mexico. A recipient of
many academic awards and recognitions,
he has authored 13 books and more than
140 academic papers. He has travelled
extensively to around 40 countries and
almost all states within the country.

For consumers to be empowered, they need
reliable, good quality content that helps in
decision making; besides reliability, the content
must also be creative to capture the imagination
of the visitors. In addition, remember that there
is an associated downside risk in tourism since
buyers get to evaluate their purchases only after
consuming them. So, the content should help
potential buyers to allay similar fears. Thus,
technologically delivered content, such as
augmented reality, would become a significant
part of tourism products.

Actionable information and actionability
Today, visitors need actionable information
on the go- for example, they do not commit
themselves to buy or even reserving service long
before; instead, they are comfortable committing
to services as they travel. Therefore, they need
handy technology to facilitate action on the go.
Thus, both the back-end business model

and the customer interface must change for
tourism companies. Consequently, the business
operations must re-engineer to attend to the
immediate needs of the market.

What changes?
Information is the key. There is a direct and
vital relationship between perceived risk and
the quality of information. Organisations and
platforms with the technological might to
create and disseminate the information will
have an edge. Thus, the involvement of large
international technological groups in tourism
marketing operations is expected. There will be
new technologically enhanced multi-channels
for travel planning and booking, including
service providers like transport, accommodation,
and tourist activities which may also oversee
contracting and after-sales. Furthermore,
this multi-channel distribution may create an
aggressive pricing regimen displacing the
traditional travel agencies- physical and online.
B2B may give in to B2C. Companies will have
direct access to customers. While an increased
aggregation of shared platforms like TripAdvisor
and Airbnb is anticipated, generic platforms like
Amazon and Google may also vie for a share in
the tourism sector. This scenario will empower
and incentivise smaller yet hyper-specialist
tour operators and other service providers who
piggyback these global platforms. The displaced
travel agencies may continue on the path towards
specialisation opportunities, niche products and
markets searching.

Some vantage factors are now qualifying
factors
For example, visitors’ hygiene, health and safety
was a qualifying factor- one which was a must
but overdoing it would not extend a milage.
However, post- COVID concern for hygiene,
health and safety is a vantage factor. Soon, it will
be back as a qualifying factor but with a higher
threshold. Tourism companies must therefore
consider technological solutions for control of
hygiene, health and safety.

How?
To survive, companies will have to accelerate
digital and data analysis. Additionally, they must
rethink and redesign the tourism experience
and the emotional contribution of the activities.
Finally, they must radically re-engineer their
booking forecast, revenue management and
pricing systems. In addition, they need to traverse
further towards specialisation, niche product
and market searching, Internet technologies,
and consolidation.
‘The views expressed in the column are of the author,
and may or may not be endorsed by the publication.’
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India market shows keen interest
for Expo 2020 Dubai
The travel trade is keen to promote the mega event among the travellers of India which was evident
from the response of six-city roadshow held recently.
?...............TBM Staff | Mumbai

D

ubai is hosting the first ever
World Expo in the Middle East,
Africa and South Asia (MEASA)
region. With this mega event,
Dubai, the region’s tourism, trade and
business hub, is hoping to boost its economy
by attracting 25 million business and tourist

1-Oct-2021 : Nagpur
4-Oct-2021 : Ahmedabad
5-Oct-2021 : Vadodara
6-Oct-2021 : Mangalore
7-Oct-2021 : Bangalore
18-Oct-2021: Delhi
programme to educate travel trade fraternity
about the mega event. For this, they adopted
a two pronged approach-offline and online.
As part of the offline programme,
TravelBiz Monitor organised six roadshows
in different cities. It started with Nagpur
on october 1, followed by Ahmedabad,
Vadodara, Mangalore, Bangalore and Delhi
on October 4, 5, 6, 7, 18 respectively. The
response for all the events was encouraging.
The travel trade liked the concept of the Expo
and showed keen interest as the borders are
opening and air travel to Dubai restored.
While making the presentation Carl Vaz,
India Representative, Expo 2020 Dubai,
touched upon every facet of the expo and
also explained the benefits of visiting the
mega event.
The expo is witnessing 200 plus
participants from countries, multilateral
organisations, educational establishments

Carl Vaz addressing
the gathering in Delhi
and companies. The event suits the taste
of everyone right from families, couples,
friends, business travellers to students.
As far as target segments are concerned,
the expo mainly focussing on leisure (VFR,
families, couples & friends), business

Jyoti Mayal, President, TAAI
speaking at the event in Delhi
visits to the world fair which has been built
on 4.3 sq km (1.7 sq mile) of desert. Expo
2020 Dubai witnessed a strong visitors
turnout, with a total of 411,768 ticketed
visits in the first ten days since it opened on
October 1. This speaks volumes about how
people are attracted to the event.
The expo generates tremendous interest
in the travel trade fraternity of India. This
is because India has always been a very
strong source market for Dubai. To provide
further impetus to this, TravelBiz Monitor on
behalf of Expo 2020 Dubai embarked on a
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exhibit located between Dubai and Abu
Dhabi.
Expo 2020 Dubai is not just a business
expo but it is also a melting spot for leisure
attraction. In this difficult time, the theme
‘Connecting Minds and Creating the Future’
is expected to inspire people through the
sub-themes sustainability, mobility and
opportunity.

An attentive crowd in Nagpur

Advantages India market
• Strong source market
for Dubai
• Short haul destination
• Flight services restored

Crowd at Ahmedabad event
(multi-nationals and large corporates,
SMEs-founders & employees, start-ups
and entrepreneurs, trade delegation,
Government entities), Youth (schools,
universities).
By visiting the expo one can get ideas
and also witness innovations that will shape
and improve the future of the people and
planet.
The mega event has generated renewed
vigour for people in India to travel to Dubai.
This is evident from the digital travel
platform Agoda’s booking trend. According
to Agoda’s booking data Dubai ranks no
1 destination for Indians to date in 2021,
after bumping last year’s top destinations
Thailand (no 1) and China (formerly no 2)
into second and seventh spot respectively.
With so much to see and do, and a shorthaul journey, make Dubai most preferred
spot whether travelling for business or
leisure, or a bit of both.It also noted that the
opening of the UAE Expo 2020 this October
(until March 2022) has travellers making up
for lost time, by heading to the experiential

• Travel trade showing
keen interest

People watching the presentation with rapt attention in Bengaluru

Enthusiastic travel trade partners at Mangalore event

Attendees in Vadodara event keenly watching the proceedings
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EXPO 2020 Dubai launches online training
program for travel trade partners in india
Training platform designed and hosted by TravelBiz Monitor
?...............TBM Staff | Mumbai
TravelBiz Monitor with its strong foothold in the travel & tourism
industry in India, has shoulder the responsibility to educate the travel
agents pan India on Expo 2020 Dubai. In this direction they
have curated a dedicated e-learning programme which will
facilitate the organisers of the mega event to attract more
visitors from India. The e-learning program which was
launched in October 2021 will continue to early next year.  
The EXPO is for everyone, whether families, couples, friends,
business travellers or students and caters to everyone’s needs
be it food, entertainment, culture & heritage, technology, health
& wellness, art, science, education, history or sustainability.
Since, India is a very strong source market for Dubai, so, the
organisers of the expo are leaving no stone unturned to attract
more and more visitors from India. Hence, the e-learning
program has been targeted specifically at Indian travel trade
who will in turn help and educate their customers on the
attractions and the regions to visit Expo 2020 in Dubai.  
The online training program will also highlight and make
the travel trade of India aware of different aspects like expo
2020 ticketing, guided group tours, expo Covid-19 safety
measures and information on some of the special days like
Diwali, Christmas, Lunar new year. Besides this, the e-learning
program will also guide how the travel agents can arrange
business activities, team activities and social activities if such
groups are looking to visit during the expo. All these, will
help facilitate travel agents to curate an attractive itinerary
for their clients.
The physical site of the EXPO is so huge that if one has to just
purchase a ticket and walk in, you may not know exactly what
you are looking for and the highlights that you can explore.
Hence the importance of this training program. The Indian
travel agents and tour operators not only will gain a lot of
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knowledge from the online platform which will enable them to target
the right customer base and at the same time will offer them attractive
commissions from the sale of tickets and packages of Dubai Expo
which will present a whole new business opportunity.
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Start-Up Forum

Bringing Innovations to the Forefront
Trip Store Holidays

A

By TBM Staff | Mumbai

nticipating the impact of technology, 14 years ago, TravelBiz Monitor introduced an industry-first live news portal,
with hourly online reporting on travel, tourism, aviation and hospitality industries. Since then, we have created a
niche for ourselves by providing analytical stories and statistical information to the travel trade on a regular basis.
To keep this momentum going, the Editorial team has decided to showcase new-age technology products and
services every month that have the potential to disrupt the market further. Moreover, the time now is also appropriate as the
on-going pandemic has further widened the scope of using technology.
For this unique initiative, TravelBiz Monitor has partnered with ‘Start-up Mentor Board’, a visionary platform with credentials
in business, technology, e-commerce, digital market place, payment solutions and IT infrastructure, to highlight the stories of
new-age technology ideas. Start-up Mentor Board has been set-up as an initiative to mentor and guide the travel technology
driven start–ups and facilitate collaboration in the larger travel ecosystem.
Website – https://startupmentorboard.vgmrtechsolutions.com
The Board is spearheaded by well-known thought leader Ashish Kumar, who is also the Co-Chairman of FICCI Travel
Technology Committee. It comprises Bharti Maan, who has led start-ups to scale rapidly; Patrick Richards, an experienced
travel industry leader in the UK; Chetan Kapoor, an analyst with deep understanding of the travel and tourism business and
trends; Kartik Sharma, an artificial intelligence practitioner; Karthik Venkataraman, a digital transformation & an e-commerce
visionary; Jure Bratkic, who led innovative solutions in the USA and Kyasha Bhoola, with expertise and advanced insight into
the travel industry across Africa.
*One can register for the SMB Program at https://startupmentorboard.vgmrtechsolutions.com/form.html

Startup Name: Trip Store Holidays
Core Team:
Sumit Mishra – Founder & CEO
Adya Dave – Founder & COO
Founding year: February 2020
Company Website: www.tripstoreholidays.com
Description:
Trip Store Holidays is a Online Tour Marketplace connecting Travellers and Tour Operators to choose the best Group Tours,
Fixed Departures and Multi Day Tours from around the world with over 15 Travel themes like Solo, Women Only, Motorcycle,
Trekking, Religious, Cruise, Honeymoon etc. We offer over 500+ Tours operated by 60 World Class tour operators with over
200 successful bookings thru our platform since last December. No other platform offers so many options under one roof for
such a large array of tours styles and destinations.
Travellers visit at-least 11 websites before finding the right packages to shortlist, manually comparing various itineraries
to find the perfect tour. Trusting a new operator with service and money is a huge concern. Trip Store is the first platform to
introduce single screen detailed comparison of upto 3 tours, payment security for traveller and tour operator and the power of
choice to customer with multiple packages for every destination and theme offered by different tour operators to choose the
best suited tour for their next holiday.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GaNQ0J3zi5tOn7_xkUS2LqpnYgo8i8Su/view?usp=sharing.
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Sustainable Tourism

A Relook at ‘Atithi Devo Bhava’
By Ansoo Gupta, Founder, OneShoe Trust

I

magine the world is back to normal, all borders are open,
there’s no restrictions on travel any longer and people have
flocked back to spend their leisure time at beautiful beaches,
verdant valleys, and misty mountains.
The whole travel ecosystem works in tandem to help these tourists
get from their base to the destination they want to get to, creating
value in the process for all the stakeholders. But when the tourists
are standing at the beach with salty water splashing around their
feet, do they stop to ponder who does the beach actually belong
to? Or the green forest which is filling their lungs with crisp, clean
air, who owns that forest? Who were the original inhabitants of that
beautiful place? Are they still there and are they the beneficiaries
in the value chain as well? Do they like having all kinds of tourists
in their backyard
– have they been
a
part
of
the
development of that
destination? Or, as
in most cases, some
section of people
were able to reap
the benefits while
the natural habitat
suffered pressures
of rising tourism
and slowly started
losing the charm
that bought tourists
there in the first
place? Does anyone
stop to ask what does
the local indigenous
community
think
about
what
is
happening to ‘their
land’?
In recent times
there’s been a renewed effort to take the local, original, inhabitants
along in the whole process of developing a place as a tourist
destination with Australia, USA and states like Kerala in India
leading the way. Kerala’s responsible tourism mission states its
objectives as “making better places for people to live in and better
places for people to visit”, with first focus on residents and then on
tourists. In the tenets of sustainable tourism development, benefits
passing on to local community is an important one and many new
travel businesses have sprung up based entirely on the premise
of living like locals, doing the things that locals do and tourists
merging seamlessly in the host environment.
A change in perspective is needed if these efforts are undertaken
as an outsider, from a position of privilege. In the new order of
business, we need to first respect the local community and the
local environment. This respect and understanding is what
leads to landmark decisions such as the Daintree in Australia the world’s oldest tropical rainforest - returned to its Aboriginal
custodians in September 2021. The Daintree, next to the Great
Barrier Reef, is one of Australia’s top tourism drawcards and the
Eastern Kuku Yalanji people will now manage the national park
with Queensland’s state government. The deal also includes other

Queensland national parks including Cedar Bay (Ngalba Bulal),
Black Mountain (Kalkajaka) and Hope Islands - a combined area
of over 160,000 hectares.
“This
agreement
recognises their right to
own and manage their
Country, to protect their
culture, and to share
it with visitors as they
become leaders in the
tourism industry,” said the
Australian Environment
Minister
Meaghan
Scanlon in a statement.
Throughout the United States, land has been or is being
transferred to tribes or is being co-managed with their help. In
California, a land trust recently transferred 1,199 acres of redwood
forest and prairie to the Esselen tribe, and in Maine, the Five Tribes
of the Wabanaki Confederacy recently reacquired a 150-acre island
with the help of land trusts. There is a burgeoning movement
these days to repatriate some culturally and ecologically important
lands back to their former owners, the Indigenous people and local
communities who once lived there, and to otherwise accommodate
their perspective and participation in the management of the land
and its wildlife and plants.
It’s hard for outsiders to fathom how differently many Indigenous
cultures perceive the landscape and wild creatures, and their
relationship to it, but it is clear their lives have been deeply
intertwined with the natural world in a very different way than
non-Indigenous cultures. Any outsider, however well-meaning, or
tourists can take a long time to appreciate the finer nuances of it.
Local host community is not just a buzzword in tourism. It is
part of the much larger inclusivity and racial justice movement
that is sweeping the globe. In that sense, responsible tourism,
as a movement, is a harbinger of tomorrow’s world. We need to
start seeing tourism as more than ‘atithi devo bhava’. We need to
change focus and at natural destinations we need new slogans like
‘jal devo bhava’, ‘prithvi devo bhava’, ‘vaayu devo bhava’, ‘pashupakshi devo bhava’ etc.
Incidentally ‘atithidevo bhava’ mantra is from the Taittiriya
Upanishad, Shikshavalli I.11.2, which says: matrudevo bhava,
pitrudevo bhava, acharyadevo bhava, atithidevo bhava. It does
put mother, father and the teacher before signifying the equal
importance of one’s lineage and the guest.
This change in perspective is at the foundation of Responsible
travel and Sustainable tourism development.

Ansoo Gupta is founder of OneShoe Trust which is a global
advocacy platform for Responsible & Mindful Travels. Gupta
is a science graduate in Physics and Mathematics with a
post graduate in business management and a certification in
Data Science & Machine Learning from HarvardX.
‘The views expressed in the column are of the author, and may or may not be
endorsed by the publication.’
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have ensured release of incentive
arrears for SEIS recently. We
are sincerely thankful to the
Government for the same.
regards
to
Q With
tourism industry,

the
what
are the incentives available for
exporters under SEIS? Is there
any modification in the recent
past? If yes, elaborate.
The
government
of
India
introduced the Services Exports
from India Scheme (SEIS) in
FTP (2015-20).
The service
providers of qualified services are
permitted for duty credit scrips
at a specified rate which is 5 per
cent for hotel and restaurants and
7 per cent for travel agencies and
tour operator services on their net

‘We relentlessly pursued the matter at
the highest level and ensured the release
of incentive arrears for SEIS recently’
Service Export
Promotion Council
(SEPC) is at the final
stage of development
of an online portal
where Indian
services exporters
from all services
sectors will be listed
and foreign buyers
or collaborators
would get easy
access to Indian
exporters through
this platform says
Maneck Davar,
Chairman, SEPC,
in an interaction
with Prasenjit
Chakraborty.
www.travelbizmonitor.com

has announced
Q Government
to release incentive arrears
of Services Exports from India
Scheme (SEIS) recently. What
role Service Export Promotion
Council (SEPC) played in
releasing the arrears?
The
Government
recently
announced its decision to release
INR 56,027 crore under various
export
promotion
schemes
including SEIS. Service sector
exporters, including those in the
travel, tourism and hospitality
segments will be able to claim
SEIS benefits for FY 2019-2020,
for which INR 2,061 crore has been
provisioned. The disbursement
will be done within FY 2021-22.
SEPC coordinated with all
concerned
and
relentlessly
pursued the matter at the highest
level to ensure that exporters get
the benefit of the scheme for the
year 2019-20 which was long
pending. Various representations
were given to the Government
including the Finance Minister,
DGFT, DOC especially the
Commerce
Minister
and
Commerce Secretary and PMO
requesting for the notification
of the scheme for 2019-20. In
the end, the representations and
meetings on a continuous basis

foreign exchange earnings in the
preceding financial years. The
scrips are usually utilized while
paying for customs duties on
import of capital goods. However,
there is relaxation for the real
user conditions and duty scrips
are allowed to be sold in the open
market with certain terms and
conditions as per DGFT.
The Scheme has been beneficial
for the travel and tourism industry
as exporters could encash the
scrips and use them directly for
their business expansion. With
the upcoming notification for the
FY 2019-20, we are expecting
the government to increase the
current notified rate for the travel
and tourism sector which will
instil confidence amongst the
sector.
is organising World
Q SEPC
Expo 2021 in Dubai which
will continue for 6 months. How
the tourism industry would
benefit from the World Expo?
Tourism and hospitality sector
has been a significant economic
multiplier, especially in India ‘s
service sector where it accounts
for over 8.78 % of the total
workforce. Rural, Adventure,
Medical, Pilgrimage, Film and

Eco-Tourism are the top emerging
segments in the sector. By 2028,
Tourism & Hospitality is expected
to touch US$ 460 billion. India
ranks 3rd in WTTC Travel &
Tourism Power and Performance
list and 10th among 185 countries
in terms of travel & tourism’s total
contribution to GDP in 2019.
We
are
eagerly
looking
forward to participating in the
Dubai Expo ( October 2021 to
March 2022) which will help to
showcase Incredible India 2.0
which is safer, bigger and more
resilient, attracting international
visitors to the country. The SEPC
pavilion at Dubai expo will
showcase India’s strengths in
services sectors including travel,
tourism and hospitality including
medical value tourism and this is
expected to spur growth in tourist
arrivals and also create numerous
business opportunities in Indian
tourism sector.
role does SEPC play
Q What
in projecting India’s image
abroad on the tourism front?
Have you adopted any special
measure keeping the pandemic
situation in mind?
SEPC has always supported
and
promoted
this
sector
through
various
webinars,
close interactions with Indian
consulates aboard, liaising with
the Government especially the
Ministry of Tourism, showcasing
and
aggressively
promoting
incredible India 2.0 to provide
incentives to the sector and
through various international
exhibitions having an Indian
pavilion
and
conferences
showcasing Indian tourism.
Going ahead, there is no doubt
that the industry needs to focus
more on domestic tourists till the
time things come back to normalcy
and international tourists start
travelling.
The industry needs to brand
the success stories of foreign
travellers who were stuck in the
country during lockdown and
their comments on our system
of care and value during these
tiring times. At the same time
all the stakeholders should
showcase their preparedness
and adaptability towards social
distancing and gaining trust and
confidence of the tourists also by
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offering services and facilities
way better than before following
all safety protocols.

has threatened several thousand
jobs and the entire spectrum of
cross-border tourism businesses.
According to the report published

picking up and we are expecting
that it would reach near normal
levels by the summer of 2022.
is trying its best in
Q SEPC
reaching a target of USD

is
Q What
Covid-19

the impact of
on the service
sector in general and tourism in
particular?
Services Sector was one of the
fastest growing sectors of the
Indian Economy pre pandemic
with services exports touching $
213 billion in 2019-20. India is
a service driven economy with
services contributing more than
50% to India’s gross domestic
product. However, the services
sector has been majorly impacted
by the covid 19 pandemic.
The sectors worst affected are
Travel and Tourism, Education,
Medical Value Travel, Aviation,
etc where supply of services is
mostly dependent on cross border
movement of natural persons.
This impact has caused a ripple
effect in associated sectors,
namely
aviation,
hospitality,
transportation, tour operators,
travel agencies and more. The
damage caused by the pandemic
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by the Ministry of Tourism, the
number of foreign tourists arriving
has collapsed to a staggering 84% compared to last year.
Based on the RBI data, SEPC
is confident that we will again
experience high growth as
services exports are projected to
grow by 10 percent in FY 202122 due to the performance of
sectors such as professional and
management consulting services,
audio visual and related services,
freight
transport
services,
telecommunications,
computer
and information services. With
the covid situation under control
and with the continuation of
export incentives including SEIS
for 2019-20, travel and tourism
sector is also showing signs of

1trn by 2030. What is your
roadmap for this? What would be
the expected contribution of the
tourism sector in this?
We at SEPC have set a target
of 250 billion USD for services
exports in the FY 2021-22.
For tourism sector the export
target is 30 billion USD for this
financial year which is easily
achievable as India had already
exported around 30 billion USD
worth of services in tourism sector
in the FY 2019-20 before the
pandemic. Due to lockdown and
travel restrictions in the FY 202021, the sector didn’t get business
and exports went down to around
8.5 billion USD. We are hoping
a revival soon with the economy
opening up quickly and once the
travel restrictions are removed,
business is expected to go back to
normal and sector would be back
on track.

are your plans to take
Q What
the service export sector of
India to the next level?
SEPC is planning branding
and marketing activities more
aggressively with a set target for
overall services exports as well
as sector specific targets. We
are planning export promotion
activities
like
international
exhibitions and buyer seller
meets for each services sector
including big time events such
as Dubai world expo, MIPCOM
etc to showcase India. We are at
the final stage of development
of an online portal where Indian
services exporters from all
services sectors will be listed and
foreign buyers or collaborators
would get easy access to Indian
exporters through this platform.
We
are
connecting
and
collaborating
with
foreign
embassies, foreign chambers and
industry associations more closely
to help Indian exporters solve
their functional issues quickly
and facilitate their exports.
prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in
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TravelBullz in collaboration with Centara Hotels & Resorts organised its first
ever physical networking session in New Delhi since the outbreak of Covid
TBM Staff | Mumbai

T

ravelBullz in association with Centara
Hotels & Resorts organised an event
dubbed as “Let’s Talk” at Le Meridien, New
Delhi, on September 3. The aim of the event
was to call the entire travel fraternity to
come, network and discuss.
The
event
witnessed
Moumita
Mukherjee Paul from Centara hotels
and resorts sharing news about their
new Centara Reserve, the 5 star deluxe
properties and Centara Grand Mirage
in Dubai coming up along with new
properties slated to open in Vietnam,
Qatar and Oman.
TravelBullz showcased their state-of-the- art
B2B engine, focusing on Maldives and split
stay packages, one click book package options.
Travel agents and partners appreciated and liked
the very user friendly interface of the booking
engine for Maldives. TravelBullz also launched
and showcased their dynamic packaging
module showcasing Dubai products.
K. D. Singh, Founder and President,
TravelBullz, reinforced Maldives as a strategic
destination offering in the portfolio of TBZ

and Dubai being part of the core products of
TravelBullz. He also emphasised, “We all have
gone through a lot of challenges during 2020
and 2021 and now is the time to come together
and once again rise to the occasion and make
ourselves count.”

Elaborating further on technology, he said
that TravelBullz has always maintained the
leadership position in the market. “We have
done a lot of developments in the last 18 months
keeping in mind how our travel agents get
benefitted from the technology and product
portfolio of TravelBullz,” he said.
Throwing light on new initiatives, Singh
informed, “We have launched ‘TravelBullz
Market Place’ where all the DMCs, offline or
online, can join from the world. DMCs and

agents have suffered a lot due to the pandemic.
To reach out to new markets is extremely
expensive and difficult for them in the current
scenario. But with our platform, they are able to
reach out to different geographies around the
world. We have over 60 different nationalities
who booked over the last couple of years.
Any DMCs from across the world can join
TravelBullz Market Place free of cost.
Once DMCs upload their product on the
marketplace, they can sell it anywhere
in the world. It’s a very powerful tool
where we are linking the supplier to
the demand and moving all the offline
business to the digital transactions.”
TravelBullz
has
invested
over
US$200,000 over the last 18 months and will
continue to invest to offer seamless experiences
to trade partners.
The travel industry appreciated the initiative
of TravelBullz to hold this networking dinner
and pave the way for industry partners to come
together and start to host physical events.
Singh also mentioned that this was the first
of the series of events that TravelBullz will be
conducting in the rest of the country in the next
three months.
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Courtyard by Marriott Nashik: Contributing to Nashik’s
rising attractiveness as a MICE destination
?...............Asmita Mukherjee | Hyderabad

N

ashik is gaining popularity as a MICE-destination due
to its close proximity with Mumbai, Pune and Surat,
which makes the city ideal for corporate meetings. Also,
being the Wine Capital of India, the city has evolved
into a better destination over the years have added more attractions,
tourist hotspots, and activities to do.
Courtyard by Marriott Nashik is the first international hotel to make
its mark in the Wine Capital of India. Due to the growing popularity
of the MICE segment in the city, the hotel is now targeting the MICE
business. Amol More, Hotel Manager, Courtyard by Marriott Nashik
informed Amol More, Hotel Manager, Courtyard by Marriott Nashik
that the hotel is centrally located at a travelling distance of about
begun on a smaller scale in Nashik. He informed, “With increased
3-4 hours, from two of the busiest metropolitan hubs i.e. Mumbai and
vaccination drives all over and more showcases towards the hygiene
Pune. Nashik also houses the top 5 Major MIDCs which are located
level at the hotel, the pace has increased significantly
just a 15-minute drive from the hotel, making the property
since August. There is also a pent up requirement from
attractive to business travellers. Also, the constant rise of
corporates over the last year which is driving heaxlthy
corporate business in the city makes it an ideal place
demand for meeting spaces in Nashik.”
for corporate meetings and incentives.
MICE as a segment is huge, and as the number
According to More, proximity to the local office/site,
of guests would be more, their demands would also
connectivity from the host city to the destination,
be more. To accommodate those demands, many
food and beverage options, and tourist hot spots
hotels offer customised packages for their MICE
for incentive travel have been some of the main
guests. Speaking about the reasons behind MICE
deciding factors for MICE business over the years.
guests choosing Courtyard by Marriott Nashik,
“However in recent times, hygiene and safety have
More said, “The hotel has already received much
become immensely significant factors, as well. With
appreciation for curating memorable experiences for our
the evolving lifestyle guests, often want to experience
guests. We are constantly providing experiences with great
luxury gateways and classy retreats beyond metros,” More
value adds to groups, upgrades, a variety of food and
added.
Amol More
beverage offerings, up to date audio-visual facilities
He added that limited options to travel abroad
Hotel Manager
have exposed many interesting domestic set-ups and
Courtyard by Marriott Nashik for conferences, bundled with room and banquet
packages. We are on a constant lookout to bring out
curated experiences for MICE gateways. Also, price
the true essence of Nashik by curating tailor-made occasions with
sensitivity post-Covid has become an important factor, where every
secret wine trails and unique experiences.”
hotel is trying to come up with tailor-made offers to incentivise great
Elaborating on the various advantages offered to MICE guests at
meeting destinations.
the hotel, More stated, “Our hotel is the only hotel currently located
Due to the deadly pandemic, MICE had stopped picking up last
in the heart of the city in Nashik. With multiple foods and beverage
year, but according to More, this year MICE events have already
options of international calibre, there is always an opportunity to
spark creativity when you book your business event in our soundproof
state of the art meeting rooms.
The banquet area and the pre-function space are well spread to
ensure the comfort of space while maintaining social distancing.
Advanced audiovisual equipment for larger conferences also
ensures smooth operations and effortless presentation to meeting
participants. Reenergized open-air meeting venues which allow
meeting attendees a great environment of Nashik, are also one of the
interesting features of the hotel.”
For hoteliers, MICE was always an attractive segment. More
informed us about the importance of the MICE segment for Courtyard
by Marriott Nashik by saying, “MICE contributes a large extent in
driving occupancy in the hotel. It also acts as a great platform to be
visible to guests who are on the lookout for evolving lifestyles. As a
new hotel, we have hosted many events which became a great source
of referral marketing. The loyalty of the brand and tailor-made services
offered by the hotel’s event experts have inspired guests and given
us new business opportunities even in a restricted environment of
the pandemic, where we were able to ensure memorable experiences
following all the government norms”.
asmita.mukherjee@saffronsynergies.in
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brief us about the
Q Kindly
recent
expansions
and
investments of Palladium Hotel
Group?
We have maintained our expansion
plans during 2021 besides the
pandemic. We opened two 5 star
family-oriented beachfront hotels
in Sicily: Grand Palladium Garden
Beach Resort & Spa and Grand
Palladium Sicilia Resort & Spa
located in Campofelice di Rocela,
next to Cefalú. We opened our
Palladium hotel Menorca, in the
Balearic Islands in June as well.
It is a 4-star property located by
a crystal-clear beach area with
unique local cuisine, magnificent
beaches and cultural heritage.
We also have opened our Only
You Boutique Hotel in Valencia, a
former Ayre Hotel and we are now
about to open an Only You Boutique
Hotel in Málaga as well.
do you view India as a
Q How
market?
India is a very important market
for us. We see India as our perfect
market segment because it offers
opportunities to cater to our entire
product range that comes under
Palladium Hotel Group portfolio.
We have been engaged with
Indian Travel Trade for quite a few
years now. Our steady presence in
the Indian market has helped us
evolve here.
This period of almost two years
of the pandemic has not changed
the way we stay connected with
our Indian trade partners via
our representation with Global
Destinations. This says more than
anything about how much important
the Indian market has always been
and will continue to be.
future plans do you
Q What
have for the brand in terms
of investment and expansion?
Palladium Hotel Group’s aim is to
keep growing. Since 2008 when it
was announced the strategic plan
for expansion and improvement, the
model for investment and expansion
started changing as well. We have
reached 2021 with 10 brands, 50
Hotels and with presence in 6
countries. In terms of expansion,
there are targeted destinations per
brand where would like to grow
either in EMEA, LATAM CARIBE
and Asia, as well. We will continue
the growth plan through 2022, as

well. As per the plan, we are to
open our TRS Ibiza, our first TRS
in Europe, in the Balearic Islands.
TRS are our luxury resorts that are
tailor-made exclusively for adults
with a wide range of premium
services. This brand TRS is landing
in Europe after our successful
launch in Latin America (Mexico &
Dominican Republic). We are now
a Palladium Hotel Group with 50
hotels across the globe and it will
keep growing as planned!

Q Group

How is Palladium Hotel
positioning
its

‘We see India as our perfect market segment because it
offers opportunities to cater to our entire product range’
properties across the globe?
Since 2008, we have worked on
positioning Palladium Hotel Group
to achieve well-defined product
differentiation within our portfolio
of 4 stars, 5 stars, Boutique Hotels,
Premium and Luxury Hotels across
the world in cities, as well as,
beach destinations. Each brand
has its strong identity to deliver a
personalised experience.
revenge tourism picking
Q With
up after the 2nd wave of the
pandemic, are you witnessing a
rise in occupancy after the lull
over the past 12 to 18 months?
We started to see the light during
this summer season of 2021 when
the European countries started
opening to travel after rules and
regulations were stabilised, the
number of affected decreased and
their vaccination process evolved.
Spain itself did a good job in terms
of vaccination which also helped
either the inbound and outbound
tourism to move much better.
Occupancy came from Spain and
Europe and only some movements
have been seen toward long haul
destinations such as the GCC
market since July. For the LATAM
destinations like Mexico and the
Dominican Republic, the US market
has been a key market for us.
It seems like we are in the path
of a recovery process. We hope to
keep moving forward expecting
2022 to be even better but still in
the recovery process.
is the average length of
Q What
stay at your hotels?

destination, but if we speak about
Spain and the Indian market, the
length of stay in 1 Hotel ranges
from 2 to 5 nights. Actually, a
minimum of 3 nights is what we
always recommend to get the
“taste” of either the destination, as
well as, the hotel.
are
Q What
activities

the ATL & BTL
that you are
planning to conduct?
For above the line, activities,
we will be working on media
communications and press releases.
We always try to keep the market
informed by sharing the adequate
information that we think the
market might be awaiting to know
about us.
For below the line, we work on
specific communications to our
customers, as well as, partners. We
send NL, conduct virtual training,
attend roadshows and travel
shows and we also work on other
innovative and creative activities
for our partners.
is your view about the
Q What
impact of the upcoming 3rd
wave across your properties?
From my point of view, I think that
the impact will be low compared to
the first few waves. Everyone has
learned a lot and many sectors have
improved in prevention processes.
At the same time, the vaccination
process is evolving very well in many
countries like India for instance,
and some rules and regulations to
prevent the pandemic have already
turned into a habit.
asmita.mukherjee@saffronsynergies.in

The pandemic
has proved to be a
dampener for the
hospitality industry
since the last year,
but in spite of the
myriad difficulties
associated with
the pandemic, The
Palladium Hotel
Group has been
increasing its
footprint by opening
new properties
across the globe.
The Group also
views India as
an important
market. Asmita
Mukherjee spoke
with Sandra Polo
Canudas, Asia &
ME Commercial
Director, Palladium
Hotel Group to know
more about their
plans for 2022 and
their focus on India
as a market.

It depends on the nationality and
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Virtual Travel Mart successfully
concludes its second edition

A

?....................TBM Staff | Hyderabad

fter the grand success of its first edition, TravelGyaan
recently organised the second edition of ‘Virtual Travel
Mart 2021’, an exclusive online event curated especially
for Travel Trade Partners around the globe. Through
the event, the travel offerings provided by various exhibitors were
highlighted.
TravelBiz Monitor was present at the event and spoke with some of
the sponsors and exhibitors to know about the poise of the industry
in current times.
In her welcome note, Nikita Rawtani, Founder, TravelGyaan, said,
“Recognising the obstacles presented by uncertain times we live
in today, our aim is to kickstart an initiative to rebuild travel. To be
successful in business one must always build strong partnerships,
partnerships which ultimately result in friendships and VTM2021
provided the perfect playground to stay connected.”
VTM2021 not only provided an opportunity for the buyers and sellers
to meet, reconnect and
network with each
other, but it also gave
an opportunity for
learning and winning
prizes to the eligible
attendees. There were
50 prizes that were won
and it was sponsored
by
TravelGyaan,
Switzerland Tourism
and Macao Tourism.
The highlight was the
Gold Coin sponsored
by TravelGyaan and
the
winners
were
Sameer Shah, Ashmi
Dharia and Vinay
Aithal. Additionally, gift vouchers by TravelGyaan and giveaways
from Switzerland and Macao Tourism were given.
Sharing his experience of participating at VTM2021, Arzan
Khambatta, India Head of Macao Government Tourism Office
(MGTO) mentioned that the event was great. ‘’We successfully
interacted with over 200 travel members during VTM, surpassing
our expectations. MGTO’s aim was to educate our valuable trade
partners about the new developments in Macao. The response and
interest from our travel partners were incredible and we are pleased
to associate with TravelGyaan. I was pleased to be a part of the panel
discussion on ‘Destination weddings’ where different perspectives
were shared on the ever-so-important travel segment,” Khambatta
added.
According to the spokesperson of Switzerland Tourism, “India is
an important Strategic Growth Market and one that the Switzerland
Tourism is committed to growing over the coming years. Switzerland
is a well-established holiday destination in India, and we are keen to
raise further awareness of Switzerland as a year-round destination.
VTM 2021 gave us the opportunity to reconnect with travel agents
and tour operators from across India after a long time and establish
new relationships with agents from the smaller cities.”
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The spokesperson of Saudi Tourism Authority stated, “Virtual Travel
Mart was an opportunity to showcase Saudi to a wide range of tour
operators looking for diversified products. Through VTM we were
able to showcase a wide range of products based on key drivers and
interests for the Indian market. Saudi’s unique and diverse offering;
the pristine Red Sea, the awe-inspiring Arabian dunes, the rich
cultural and heritage sites and the exciting lineup of entertainment
options will ensure a memorable, authentic experience for the global
traveller.”
The spokesperson from AlUla said, “VTM was a great networking
platform and a well-organised event to connect with the trade. The
virtual platform was good and user-friendly. Together our team had
some fruitful meetings in 2 days. Besides the agents from Mumbai
and Delhi, the event had a good database of travel agents from tier II & tier -III cities.”
Informing that Saudi is open now for tourists, the spokesperson of
Kurban Tours – The Horizons Tours said, “We have also launched our
UMRA plus packages. VTM allowed us to launch it and promote it
in the event, the event
was great, and we got
very good leads.”
Neil Shah, Account
Director - Sales, Atlantis
Dubai mentioned that
this was their first
virtual trade fair, and
indeed was a successful
one. “We had a good
set of pre-scheduled
appointments, as also
met with travel agents
across India with good
potential for business.
In addition, we loved
the fact that there were
so many touch-points of
engagement for the agents from the virtual photo booth or webinars
in the auditorium or the resource library. Not forgetting that the
whole platform was efficient and effective in conducting business
meetings professionally,” he added.
While appreciating the user-friendly platform of VTM, Bernadette
Willemin, Director-General Marketing, Tourism Seychelles said,
“The platform was user friendly and the pre-fixed meeting format
allowed some good b2b meetings with both tier - I and tier - II tour
operators across the 2 days.”
Explaining the benefits, Yatiraj Kabra from Guidelines Travel LLP
said, “VTM 2021 was an event where we could connect with all our
travel colleagues from pan India from the safety of our office. It was
a well-participated event with a lot of pre-scheduled meetings and
visitors available throughout the day.”
Mahip Agarwal, Director of Sales - India Outbound Tours, Alofty
Tours Denmark, representing Uniko Scandinavia, Iceland, Finland,
Nordics, Rio Egypt Travel, and Moscow Bureau of Voyage Russia
stated, “The agents are optimistic about selling the destination, and
they just need strong support regarding the product and services.”
“VTM offered us a great opportunity to reconnect with the travel
fraternity and update them on the latest updates for travel to Finland.
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The event was also very well attended and very productive for us. We
wish VTM all the very best for Season 3,” expressed the spokesperson
of Visit Finland.
Informing that the Indian market is very important to New South
Wales (NSW) not only for tourism but also for trade and investment,
Paramjit Bawa from Destination NSW said, “India has always
been amongst the top 10 source markets for NSW state, hence it is
a very important market. VTM 2021 has been a good experience
for Destination NSW and we’re happy with the participation. We
have noted good attendance from trade in terms of booth visits,
appointments and presentation attendees.”
Andean Travel Company’s spokesperson informed, “We participated
for the second year in VTM2021 showing our products including the
Galapagos Islands. We really had a great experience. We met many
new contacts and we are happy to participate again next year.”
While mentioning that VTM platform has been a great platform
to connect with agents, especially when the border to the UAE has
re-opened, the spokesperson at Yas Island Abu Dhabi said, “On Yas
Island, we are launching new attractions like the Sea World Abu Dhabi
which is slated to open in 2022. There are two new hotels scheduled
to open in Q4 2021 - The WB Abu Dhabi, Curio Collection by Hilton,
and the DoubleTree by Hilton Abu Dhabi Yas Island Residences.”
Khushbu Vora, Account Manager, Budget Rent A Car said, “It’s
good to meet many agents all around, and the best thing is that we
got many new agents to meet and introduce.”
According to Kiran Mansharamani from Warq Tourism, this was
their 2nd virtual that happened during the pandemic. “We must
say that this time we had a terrific experience while participating
in the Virtual Travel Mart 2021. The Team at TravelGyaan were

event focus

accommodating and very helpful. The platform was very well created
while keeping all the crucial details into consideration and offered
us a great networking opportunity. We made a number of promising
business connections during the event and hoping them to turn into a
fruitful business in future,” the person added.
While praising VTM platform, Seema Kadam from Los Angeles
Tourism & Convention Board said, “I was glad to participate in the
second edition of VTM this year, and since I was an exhibitor for the
1st edition, I could see all the learning’s taken by TravelGyaan for the
second one. In terms of, the software, it indeed was a technologically
high standard one with very seamless and easy navigation. Once
again, kudos to the TravelGyaan team for making this a spectacular
success story.”
According to Rovshan Rahimov from Azerbaijan Tourism Board,
“Indeed, the platform was very professional and we had meetings
planned and conducted in time. The fact that each stakeholder had
15 minutes, made all of our focus on the main topics and products
which we wanted to share with each other. Each of the meetings was
alive because of the fluent work of audio and video tools of the VTM
platform. We look forward to participating at VTM 2022.”
Sharing his thoughts of promoting Germany in the Indian market,
the spokesperson from Germany Tourism said, “In the prevailing
scenario it is more feasible and safer to engage with the travel trade
via virtual platforms and the VTM team has conceptualised this
immaculately. VTM 2021 gave us exhibitors, a wonderful opportunity
to meet, re-connect and engage with our Indian buyers. We are glad
to be a part of the Virtual Travel Mart 2021 and kudos to Nikita
Rawtani and the team for flawlessly executing and organising this
Virtual Travel Mart.”
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ETAA North India committee successfully organised
orientation trip at Palampur and Dharamshala
TBM Staff | Mumbai

T

he ETAA (Enterprising Travel Agents
Association) North India committee
organized yet another successful 2 night
and 3 days orientation trip at Palampur and
Dharamshala with Hotel Partner
“JüSTa Hotels and Resorts from the
22nd to 24th September 2021. The
event was attended by 26 members.
Surrounded by the dense cedar
forests all over and located at an
altitude of 1,457metres, Dharamshala
is an immensely beautiful hill
station. The Dalai Lama lives in the McLeod
Ganj town of Dharamshala, which in-itself
makes it very special. With numerous temples
and monasteries lining the city and beautiful
mountains and lakes nearby, the members
got an insight into the lives and cultures of
the locals and educated themselves about the
terrains to sell better.
Palampur is a small hill station, situated
about 37.8 km away from Dharamshala. It is
famous for its beautiful tea gardens.
The trip started with 26 members and the
Head of sales – Domestic Travel Trade jüSTa
Hotels and Resorts, Raman Tuli for an overnight

journey to Palampur on the 21st September
night with an arrival the next morning.
In the evening a presentation of the unit jüSTa
Palampur Resort and Convention Center was
given by Rahul Chambial. The General Manager
of the Hotel gave a fantastic introduction of the

Hotel. This was followed by the Sales Team
of the hotel taking over and talking about the
various new offerings of the unit. A short Q&
A session thereafter, and an exhaustive show
around for the members learning about the fine
nuances of the unit. The networking session
ended with high voltage entertainment with
a live band “Naushikhiye” who played to the
mood of the ever enthralled audience, followed
by a networking dinner.
Next morning , a short trek to the river and
back, built up their appetite. Post breakfast,
the group left for Dharamshala in the coach
to arrive at the beautiful jüSTa Birding Resort

to witness the spectacular view of the golden
sun shining bright on the majestic Dhauladhars
basking in their own glory.
The Evening session at the jüSTa Birding
had the opening notes by Ashish Vohra, CEO
and Owner of jüSTa Hotels and Resorts, who
specially flew to the Unit to address the
ETAA members. He spoke about the
vision and growth plans of their brand
in the ever growing Indian tourism
market.
The Chairperson, Sangeeta Manocha
along with north India Committee
members Punit Bhasin & Praveen
Ghai – Joint secretaries and Dr. Dinesh Kumar
– Treasurer, sent out a note thanking jüSTa
Team for their very warm hospitality and their
continuous support.
Post the session, members enjoyed the various
activities organized by the hotel and the ETAA
committee, followed by a very nice evening
with the guitarist playing nostalgic music and
creating an ambience that filled the souls with
a realm of exuberance.
The ETAA North India committee has been
working very hard to come up with networking
events and orientation trips for their members
and will be doing so in the future as well.
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Travel Sustainably for a More
Immersive Holiday Experience
By Nishant Kashikar, Country Manager- India & Gulf, Tourism Australia

A

s we mark down our calendars for the day when
international borders will reopen and leisure travel
will return to its former glory, we will also witness
a shift in the way people travel and the subsequent
trends that have emerged. Among those trends is the need to
travel sustainably and consciously. This trend has witnessed
an uptake like never before, given the impact of the pandemic
and the lessons it has taught us universally.
Living in the isolation of our own homes and company also
allowed for us to fully
take cognizance of the
impact and underlying
consequences of our
individual
carbon
footprints and with
the
absence
of
traffic generated by
travellers, we were
able to witness wildlife
thrive and the partial
restoration of nature.
In view of this, interest
and
consideration
for mindful and slow
travel has increased
substantially.
In
fact, one of the most
common reasons that
excites us and drives
our passion for travel
is the opportunity to
explore a land foreign
and unique from our
own day to day life and adopting sustainable travel practices
will not only provide for a unique holiday but can offer an
enriching local experience.
However, with rising disposable incomes and growing
aspirations, the ability to travel for leisure has subsequently
led to ‘overtourism’, a modern day problem caused by the
excessive gathering and over-crowding of tourists at popular
and commercial attractions. This is often a common grievance
for locals that leads to a less enjoyable tourist experience and
can compromise the ecology and nature of the surrounding
areas. These sentiments are not only reserved to locals and
residents but are echoed by the ‘new-age’ travellers, who are
gradually demonstrating a lessened, but sustained, interest in
visiting already popular destinations and want to break away
from routine to explore uncharted locales.
One can start being a more conscious traveller by swapping
old habits for easier and more sustainable options by booking
stays with hotels and homestays that proactively observe
eco-conscious practices. These includes the likes of water
conservation, avoidance of single use plastic, implementing
solar power as an alternative source of energy as well as
sourcing locally grown and harvested produce, without lending
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to the deterioration of the surrounding natural flora and fauna.
Hotel chains around the world are increasingly making such
initiatives commonplace without compromising on the quality
of the stay and providing guests with a luxury-star experience.
Exemplifying this, the Luxury Lodges of Australia is a
collective of high end properties that champion sustainability
while offering bespoke and curated stays and itineraries.
Opting for home sharing and rental property user driven apps
is also a rising and preferred alternative that uniquely allows
locals and incoming travellers to interface directly with each
other, offering complete control over choice of accommodation
location, even in those less commercial areas. Thus, providing
the opportunity for one to customize various aspects of their
stay. In addition to this, one can find greater opportunities
to explore the way of life, cuisine, customs and traditions of
such pockets of a country’s more underrated and unknown
regions or towns. Furthermore, choosing locations far off the
beaten track can help support and stabilize the economy and
livelihood of local communities all while lending a fulfilling
way to immerse oneself in the fabric of a country’s native and
indigenous culture. Countries like that of Australia, which is
home to the oldest living culture in the world, the Aboriginal
Australians, presents an ideal outlet for those experiences that
rely on the knowledge and heritage of the traditional owners
of the land.
Sustainability is being addressed across industries and
measures have and are rapidly coming into place to ensure
further environmental degradation is prevented, or at the least
limited, but what propels such a movement is the participation
and endorsement of the public. And there is now an evergrowing people and consumer driven initiative that is helping
spread awareness among communities and social circles,
encouraging for action to be taken at an individual capacity.
Today, climate change and environmental consciousness
have never played a more important role and adopting small
practices steadily at our individual capacities will help make
travel and tourism a highly sustainable and long lasting
industry for the years to come.

Nishant Kashikar is the Country Manager- India & Gulf, Tourism
Australia. With a career spanning over two decades and spread across
marketing of healthcare & nutrition products to holiday brands and
destinations, Nishant’s done it all from traversing across the length and
breadth of India setting up distribution networks for nutritional health
drink, PediaSure, to working across various cultures internationally.
Having joined Tourism Australia a decade ago, and as the captain
of Team Australia, he has been responsible for driving visitation and
tourist spend by raising Australia’s awareness and appeal in India.
Under his leadership, arrivals from India to Australia have more than
tripled in the last decade to reach 400,000 and he has been instrumental
in strengthening the people to people links between the two countries.

‘The views expressed in the column are of the author, and may or may
not be endorsed by the publication.’
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